Complete Lesson Transcript – Lesson 361 [English]
Kirin: Chinese Learn Online lesson 361 .
Hello everyone ，I am Teacher Yang .
Raphael: Hello everyone ，I am Teacher Lai .
Adam: And hello, I’m Adam.
Kirin: Welcome to our learning Chinese course .
Raphael: We are going to begin level 7 today . We are going to first listen to a dialogue .
Let’s first listen to the new words that will appear in the dialogue .
Kirin: Final examination .
Adam: Final examination.
Kirin: Conveniently .
Adam: Conveniently or without much extra effort.
Kirin: To loosen / relax .
Adam: To loosen or to relax.
Kirin: To ease / alleviate .
Adam: To ease or to alleviate.
Kirin: To envy / admire .
Adam: To envy or admire.
Kirin: To visit and observe .
Adam: To visit and observe.
Raphael: Let’s first listen to today’s dialogue at a normal speed .
Yann: Our final exam is finally about to end ， our school is about to begin summer
vacation . Do you have any plans ？
Cindy: My plans are to work part time at a restaurant near our school ， since I plan to
continue studying at graduate school after graduating from university next year ， so it’s
probably better for me to save up a little money first . How about you ？
Yann: I’m thinking of taking out a bit of the money I normally save ，as this summer I
have plans to travel abroad ， hope I can see everything ， while keeping my mood
relaxed ， and reduce the stress I get from regular work and studies .
Cindy: I really envy you . So what countries do you plan to go to ？
Yann: I think I’ll go to Europe ， I heard there are many museums there worth visiting .
Cindy: That’s right . Many European museums have long histories ， definitely worth
visiting . Ah ! I have to go to the exam . We’ll talk later .
Yann: Good luck .
Raphael: Let’s listen again to this dialogue at a slowed down speed .
Kirin: Our final exam is finally about to end ， our school is about to begin summer
vacation . Do you have any plans ？
My plans are to work part time at a restaurant near our school ， since I plan to continue
studying at graduate school after graduating from university next year ， so it’s probably
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better for me to save up a little money first . How about you ？
I’m thinking of taking out a bit of the money I normally save ，as this summer I have
plans to travel abroad ， hope I can see everything ， while keeping my mood relaxed ，
and reduce the stress I get from regular work and studies .
I really envy you . So what countries do you plan to go to ？
I think I’ll go to Europe ， I heard there are many museums there worth visiting .
That’s right . Many European museums have long histories ， definitely worth visiting .
Ah ! I have to go to the exam . We’ll talk later .
Good luck .
Raphael: Let’s now explain today’s dialogue . The first line was …
Kirin: Our final exam is finally about to end ， our school is about to begin summer
vacation . Do you have any plans ？
Raphael: The final exam is a type of exam ，it is after students have studied for some
time ，the school uses it to understand how well the students are studying . In Taiwan,
final exams are normally in January or June . Now in this dialogue ，as soon as the final
exam finishes, summer vacation begins ，many students organize activities to do . The
man in the dialogue wants to know what the woman arranged to do ？His friend then
says
Kirin: My plans are to work part time at a restaurant near our school ， since I plan to
continue studying at graduate school after graduating from university next year ， so it’s
probably better for me to save up a little money first . How about you ？
Raphael: Nowadays, after graduating, many university students continue studying at
graduate school ，but the expenses to study at graduate school are too expensive . The
lady in the dialogue probably needs some money for this ，so she plans to use the
summer vacation to work part time at a restaurant near the school . Her friend then replies
Kirin: I’m thinking of taking out a bit of the money I normally save ，as this summer I
have plans to travel abroad ， hope I can see everything ， while keeping my mood
relaxed ， and reduce the stress I get from regular work and studies .
Raphael: Some people are used to saving money ，When they need money they take out
the money and use it . The man in the dialogue wants to travel abroad during this summer
vacation ，since he originally already had a habit of saving money ，so he only needs to
take out a portion of this money . In order to not waste time or to make things more
convenient ，when we do something ，we can also at the same time do other things ，
just like the main the dialogue who wants to go traveling ，while relaxing himself .
Actually travel can make a nervous mind more relaxed ，and pressure can also be
decreased . The woman then says
Kirin: I really envy you . So what countries do you plan to go to ？
Raphael: This woman hears that our friend not only doesn’t need to work part time he can
also go abroad and travel ，so she is envious of him ，and also wants to go travel ，but
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working part time and saving money are more important for her . She also wants to know
which countries he is going to go to . The man then replies
Kirin: I think I’ll go to Europe ， I heard there are many museums there worth visiting .
Raphael: This man wants to go travel in Europe ，since he heard that there are many
museums there with long histories ，that are extremely worth visiting . The woman then
says
Kirin: That’s right . Many European museums have long histories ， definitely worth
visiting . Ah ! I have to go to the exam . We’ll talk later .
Raphael: This woman agrees with what her friend has said ，but she has to go do her
test ，so she wants to first finish this dialogue . The man then says
Kirin: Good luck .
Raphael: Finally the man wishes that the woman does well in her exam . Ok, let’s listen
again to this dialogue at a normal speed .
Yann: Our final exam is finally about to end ， our school is about to begin summer
vacation . Do you have any plans ？
Cindy: My plans are to work part time at a restaurant near our school ， since I plan to
continue studying at graduate school after graduating from university next year ， so it’s
probably better for me to save up a little money first . How about you ？
Yann: I’m thinking of taking out a bit of the money I normally save ，as this summer I
have plans to travel abroad ， hope I can see everything ， while keeping my mood
relaxed ， and reduce the stress I get from regular work and studies .
Cindy: I really envy you . So what countries do you plan to go to ？
Yann: I think I’ll go to Europe ， I heard there are many museums there worth visiting .
Cindy: That’s right . Many European museums have long histories ， definitely worth
visiting . Ah ! I have to go to the exam . We’ll talk later .
Yann: Good luck .
Raphael: Since this is the first lesson of level 7 ，our website has some free features . So
everyone can visit our website chineselearnonline-com and try out these features .
Kirin: Keep at it .
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